
V A G A B O N D  C R Y S T A L

b y   A t o m   H u b

Sparkling and sustained sound of metal and glass. 
Atmosphere and soundscapes of a fictional underground, fauna and locales.

Magical sounds of caves, crystals and inner solitude. 



About Vagabond Crystal

The Vagabond Crystal sample library was created to utilize the sounds of bells, glass, and metal 
objects. Various items were used and sampled: A singing bowl, Tibetan bells, a little gong, wine 
glasses, a dish cover, water, rocks, a synthesizer, plus hardware and software effectors. The idea 
was to pay homage to crystal, shiny sounds and soundscapes and... caves. Yes, these sounds, their 
long sustains and sparkle instantly bring up images of caves, and of descent into their eerie depths,
in my mind.
I wander through their stony halls, corridors and galleries, and admire the silent beauty of Mother 
Nature’s work of art. Stalagmites and stalactites, like statues, guard the returning echoes of water 
drops dripping from wet, cold walls and ceilings. An underground river is taking me far away from 
the surface. Time is standing still in the darkness, eyes don’t see. Imagination comes to life. I 
become a crystal who wanders through the dark, like a vagabond without a home.

Details

- 16/24 bit / 44,1 kHz wav format
- 889 MB installed
- 78 basic original patches (Bells, Pads, FX, Organic)
- 90 derived single patches
- 90 derived multi patches
- mostly up to 6 round robins per sample set
- Flanger, Chorus, Phaser, EQ, LFO, Stereo, Cabinet, Drive
  Limiter, Delay, Reverb, Attack, Release controls  
- Kontakt 5.8.1 and above full version required

What is in

There are four subfolders inside the VC folder. 

BASIC - containing original sample sets consisting of:

⁃ Bells - bell-like sounds made using a synthesizer and FX units
⁃ Organic - sampled bell-like sounds of real objects (a kalimba, a little gong, a wine glass, 

a dish cover, Tibetan singing bowl and bells
⁃ Pads - soundscapes created using a synthesizer and FX units
⁃ FX - sounds of environments – sampled and effected rocks, water and metal objects

These sample sets are left in their original form (not affected by any effects from the user 
interface)

SINGLE - derived sounds created using samplesets from the BASIC folder, and effects accessible 
from the user interface

MULTI - derived multi-sounds (using two or more samplesets, or “patches,” at once) using original 
BASIC sample sets as well as patches from the SINGLE folder

USER – folder dedicated to storing your own sound-creations
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Useful tips

Preserve the patches in their folders - especially "Basic" ones. These are the originals, from which
other patches (Single, Multi) were derived.

Use the "Tune" knob of the instrument to change the pitch of the sample set and "Pan" slider
under it to alter panorama. 

Browse the directories (Basic, Single, Multi) and use the patches within as starting points for your
own creative efforts. Store created patches in "User" folder afterward.

Build  your  own  "multis".  Join  two  or  more  patches  together  to  create  interesting  sound
combinations. It is fun!

Use the "wrench” icon in the upper left corner to get "under the hood" of the instrument. There
you can access and alter more parameters than is possible from the user interface.



General User Interface – Effects

1. EQ – Low, mid and high frequencies adjustment
2. ATTACK and RELEASE to adjust start and sustain of a sample
3. LFO – Frequency and intensity of random LFO 
4. STEREO – increases or decreases stereo panorama
5. FLANGER – gives sound some movement
6. PHASER – phasing, twirling the signal
7. CHORUS – kind of a doubling of the signal
8. DELAY – echoes signal almost endlessly
9. REVERB – well, just imagine a world without reverb
10. TREM – tremolo effect with some overdrive
11. DRIVE – a little bit of saturation
12. CABINET – an emulation of a speaker
13. LIMITER– limiting the overall output level

Note:

Click the „little crystals“ to activate the effect (LEDs), use „big“ crystals to adjust the parameters 
(knobs). 



Enjoy Vagabond Crystal ! 

Thank you heartily for your support. Please, don´t resell, upload, share, or duplicate the library or 
its parts further in any form.

contact: info@atomhub.net

Mato Huba

Www.atomhub.net
Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples
Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub

http://Www.atomhub.net/
http://Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub
http://Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples



